
WRITING A REDIRECT IN THE HTACCESS

This document will explain how to create carriagehouseautoresto.comss file to redirect your site or your entire website to
any other domain Redirect / carriagehouseautoresto.com

The first line tells apache to start the rewrite module. Once uploaded to the server you can rename the file to.
However it could result into duplicated content problems when the same page content is accessible under
different urls. You can use the word permanent in the place of , or temp in the place of  The first line starts the
rewrite module. The [NC] specifies that the http host is case insensitive. The second path The second path to
the new file can be a local UNIX path, but can also be a full URL to link to a page on a different server or the
same server. After this rewrite the webserver will return a result. Create an empty text file using a text editor
such as notepad, and save it as htaccess. Redirect visitors to a new site You have an old website that is
accessible under oldexample. It is important to understand the distinction between the two most common types
of redirects: Permanent redirect â€” A permanent redirect, or redirect, should be used anytime you
permanently move a page, directory or website. The examples below can be entered into your. Temporary
redirect â€” A temporary redirect, or redirect, should be used if you want to temporarily point a user to another
location. The escapes the ". Remember the meaning of the dot? Copying the content of the old website to the
new website is the first step - but what comes after that? Just make sure to adjust the actual path to the file so
the. If not - use the code of example 2. The file must exist in the new directory to function. In this example, we
are redirecting to the "mt-example. You shouldn't do the same with directories since this would exclude the
rewrite behavior for existing directories. If not, this can be any character but only one. You should replace
example. Paths to where you should save this file can be found in this article: System paths. Example 1 -
Redirect from oldexample. NOTE: The reason you should save the file as htaccess. Instructions 1. For
example, if you use index. Then the visitor is redirected back to your home page. The status is optional and is
usually a number indicating the HTTP status code you want to deliver to the browser. See also. While you can
get quite advanced with URL redirects, we are going to get started with the simplest use cases. You can use a
very simple syntax within an. If you are running an Apache server, then you can create a file named.


